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"First-class functions in Java 8" is a 12 minute video tutorial from Java
8 in Action: Lambdas, Streams, and functional-style programming by
Raoul-Gabriel Urma, Mario Fusco and Alan Mycroft. This video
introduces method references and lambda expressions, the mechanisms
Java 8 provides to pass a behavior as an argument to a method.
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17/3/2017 · Summary. Java 8 in Action is a clearly written guide to the
new features of Java 8. The book covers lambdas, streams, and

functional-style programming. With Java 8’s functional features you
can now write more concise code in less time, and also automatically
benefit from multicore architectures. It’s time to dig in!
Collecting data with streams · Java 8 in Action: Lambdas, streams, and
functional-style programming. Creating and using a collector with the
Collectors class · Reducing streams of data to a single value ·
Summarization as a special case of reduction · Grouping and
partitioning data · Developing your own custom collectors.
24/2/2017 · This repository contains all the source code for the
examples and quizzes in the book Java 8 in Action: Lambdas, Streams
and functional-style programming. You can purchase the book here:
http://manning.com/urma/ or on Amazon. The source code for all
examples can be found in the directory src/main/java/lambdasinaction
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programming are a collective effort of Raoul-Gabriel Urma, Mario
Fusco, and Alan Mycroft. I got this book a little late, and by the time It
arrived, I already know a lot of things about Java 8 , but one thing
which this book helped me is to understand the motivation behind key
Java features, like lambdas , functional programming , streams , …
28/5/2017 · Take a walk on the functional side with this look at how
OOP and FP mix and how Java 8's streams and lambda expressions can
augment your toolkit.
The key point is: always extract complex lambdas into functions with an

expressive name that you can then reference using four-dots ( ::) from:
the same class ( this :: ); another class ( mapper:: );
In addition to Java 8's lambdas and streams, Java 9 adds a host of new
features of its own. It includes new library features to support reactive
programming, which give users new ways of thinking about
programming and writing code that is easier to read and maintain.
Content PART 1 - FUNDAMENTALS 1. Java 8, 9, 10, and 11: what’s
happening? 2. Passing code with behavior parameterization 3. Lambda
expressions PART 2 - FUNCTIONAL-STYLE DATA PROCESSING
WITH STREAMS 4. Introducing streams 5.
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Programming Hackr.io is a community to find and share the best online

courses & tutorials. Join them, it only takes 30 seconds.
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18/3/2020 · The addition of the Stream was one of the major features
added to Java 8. This in-depth tutorial is an introduction to the many
functionalities supported by streams, with a focus on simple, practical
examples. To understand this material, you need to have a basic,
working knowledge of Java 8 (lambda expressions, Optional, method
references).
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Java 8 in Action is a clearly written guide to the new features of Java 8.
The book covers lambdas, streams, and functional-style programming.
With Java 8's functional features you can now write more concise code
in less time, and also automatically benefit from multicore architectures.
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